Col. Mehar Little Angels Sr. Sec School
Winter Holidays Home Work
Class VI
ENGLISH
1. Prepare a collage on the topic ,pollution’’.
2. Design a poster on – “Use paper bags” or “Let’s preserve our Earth” .
3. Make an advertisement of any mobile phone (eg. I phone, Sony or
Lava) on an A4 sheet & present it with all the required details.
4. One new school is going to be by someone of your relation. He
asked to design a school bag. Design an attractive and decent
school bag in a very effective way & write its qualities.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Project to be done on A4 size photocopy sheets and to be
submitted in A file folder
2. Collect the picture information relating to your own Country ‘INDIA’
Covering the following topic,
1) Physical divisions (on the map)
2) Its climate
3) Natural vegetation and wildlife
4) People occupation, food, festivals and tourism.
MATHEMATICES
1. Do periodic test paper-3 and periodic test paper-4 given on page
314,315 in maths HW register.
2. Do maths lab activity based on nets of three dimensional
shapes in maths practical file (given on 238 of the Book)
SCIENCE
*Using Internet prepare a report on animals your report should
include The following points.
a) Name of the animal searched
b) Relevant Images (maximum 5)
c) Habitat
d) Diet
e) Adaptation
f) Predators

Computer
Note: Do the given question in computer class work copy.

Ques: Observe the above calc sheet and answer the following questions:
a. Name the cell address containing Total marks of Ash.
b. Write the formula to find total marks of John.
c. Which mode is displayed on the status bar when you nake changes in a cell?
d. What is the shortcut key for Redo and Undo command?
e. Name the default editing mode in LibreOffice Calc.
WISHING YOU A VERY HAPPY, PROSPEROUS AND PEACEFUL NEW YEAR-2019

